
RAINFAST4

LESS SPRAY DRIFT1 BETTER STICKING2

Directly at the nozzle, Squall reduces the  drift and 
therefore less small, product containing droplets will drift 
away. As a result, more crop protection product  reaches 
the crop

Once on the crop, the droplets spread out more over the 
surface and thus a larger area of the crop is covered with 
the sprayed product. Especially for contact-acting agents, 
this is important.

The addition of Squall ensures a sticking effect on the crop. 
Especially with crops with a thick wax layer, such as cabbage, 
tulip and onion, the drops bounce easily off the crop. Due to the 
sticky, adhesive effect of Squall, more product will remain on the 
crop.

The adhesive effect of Squall also ensures rain resistance. 
After an average rain shower, PCFruit has shown that 50% 
more active substance remains on the crop when Squall is 
added.

MORE SPREADING3
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Squall has a multiple effect, which distinguishes it from other adjuvants. 
Squall makes crop protection more effective in four steps:

SQUALL- COMPLETE  
ADJUVANT

• Downy mildew in onion
• Cercospora in sugar beet
• Virus control in lilies

• Scab in apple
•  Control of pear sucker in 

pear

The added value in effectiveness with the four steps of Squall, 
has been demonstrated in:

Without Squall Without Squall

Without Squall Without Squall

With 0,5% Squall With 0,5% Squall

With 0,5% Squall With 0,5% Squall
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Step-by-step plan Squall:
1. Half fill the tenk with water
2. Add all crop protection products
3. Fill the tank completely with water
When all products are completely resolved:
4. Add 0.5% Squall 

1 liter per 200 liter spraying liquid
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Squall is a adjuvant with instructions for use. It is important to always 
add Squall last to the tank in a dosage of 0.5%, so 1 liter for every 200 
liters of spraying liquid.

INSTRUCTIONS

Less drift, a better sticking, more 
spreading and is rainfast.

The unique complete
adjuvant Squall provides: 

RoundUp          RoundUp + 0.5% Squall  
    

* Use of Squall in combination with Atlantis OD, Maister OD or Laudis OD is not recommended


